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Welcome from the Chairman

The Visual Merchandising & Display Show held at
the Business Design Centre, Islington, London, is
the longest running exhibition for the industry.
Whether you are a retailer, designer, in the leisure
and entertainment industry or in fact use visual
merchandising to promote your products or
services, the VM Show is a must visit for everyone
involved. The show featured a range of everything
connected with visual merchandising & display from
Mannequins, Print, Christmas Decorations, Display
Services, Props, Design, Graphics, Bust Forms,
Lighting, Fabrics and everything in between!

The BDS Stand featuring Iain Kimmins (Chairman)
and Helen Goodwin (Vice Chair)

The British Display Society exhibited at the
show which was a great success for us. Not only
promoting Visual Merchandising as a recognised
career, but by gaining new members both
Corporate, Freelancers and Individual members.
Retail and The High Street is tough at the moment,
so everyone within the industry has to work
together, utilising each other’s skill sets in order to
make the High Street vibrant and exciting again.
Here is a selection of photographs from the show.

Check out our website to learn more about
Membership and our Visual Merchandising Training Courses.
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

Dublin School of Creative Arts

The BA Visual Merchandising & Display
students at TU Dublin created some stunning
and eye catching installations for their end of
term exhibition. Here is a selection of creative
installations.
A big Thank you goes to Kerry Meakin Lecturer at Dublin School of Creative Arts.

Visual Merchandising
Year 3 installation at Arnotts.
Visual Merchandising 1st Year Installation

Visual Merchandising
3rd Year Student installation at Dunnes

Visual Merchandising 3rd Year student Installation
at Brown Thomas

Visual Merchandising
Year 1 Student Wallpaper project

Visual Merchandising
2nd Year Student installation

The Graduate Exhibition 2019

held at Herts Regional College, Ware, May 2019.
The creativity and installations by the students were superb. It is great to see
so much passion and enthusiasm with the students. Here is a selection of
photographs from the event.
Thanks to Liliana Scibetta and her students for this exhibition.

10 reasons to become a Corporate Member of the BDS;
1. Having the endorsement of The British Display Society,
increasing your company’s credibility
2. Your name will be associated with our work in
education, our Centre’s of Excellence and our
prestigious history
3. Use of the BDS Corporate membership logo on your
stationery and publicity material
4. Listing on the BDS website with a link to your website
5. The opportunity for contact with other corporate
members and the ability to network with them
6. A right to attend and vote at the BDS AGM
7. The opportunity of applying to join the BDS National
Council
8. Offering the opportunity to contribute to editorial or free
advertising within our ‘VM Spotlight’ Magazine
9. The opportunity for your directors and staff to apply
for individual membership which awards personal affixes
10.The opportunity to advertise free on our Facebook page and our Instagram Page.

INTRODUCTORY Offer:

£150 for the first year. £200 for subsequent years

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

Are you working
in the Visual Merchandising Industry?
Is it time to push your
Visual Merchandising Career?
Membership has the following benefits:
• The opportunity to network with other VM Members
• Your details will be added onto the BDS database if you are
seeking “freelance work”
• A right to attend and vote at the BDS Annual General Meeting
• The opportunity to join the BDS National Council
• The opportunity to have your work published in the VM
Spotlight magazine
• The opportunity to have your work published on our
Facebook page
• Enhance your professional standing with letters after your
name!
• Use of the BDS Logo on your CV and in your Portfolio
So why not join The British Display Society? Membership is as
little as £20 per year. Let’s ensure that Visual Merchandising
continues to be a much needed industry within retail.

Antalis announces New Coala Textiles
for large format digital

Student Corner - Q&As
1.

2.

I think that an eye-catching prop in the window helps
to get my shop noticed but I am not extremely creative
and often wonder whether my home-made efforts are
up to scratch. Is there anywhere I can obtain props or
get them made for me?

Our shop is to be re-fitted and I am undecided whether
to close the window area off
or keep it open with a view through to the shop interior.
What is the best plan?

Answer
Making props is a job that I really enjoy but I
have come to know my limitations over the years
and this is something of which every prop maker
should be aware. You know what you are good
at and if your creation requires other skills, get a
specialist involved. Should your budget not stretch
to this luxury then change your idea to suit your
capabilities. Too many times I see props which
would be more at home in the local primary school,
no doubt the shop staff are proud of them but they
can detract from and cheapen the merchandise that
surrounds them. Try to find someone who will give
you an honest and constructive opinion, even ask
passers-by, after all these are the people to whom
you are trying to appeal.
Antalis has launched new Coala Textiles, a range of polyester printable textiles for signage and
decoration at the end of May 19. An addition to the Coala range of large format digital media, the
introduction of textile products comes in response to the increasing trend for bespoke and personalised
decoration in commercial and residential environments.
The products have been selected for their versatility and as a more environmentally-friendly alternative to
traditional PVC materials. The range includes products for a large variety of applications, including frontlit and
stretch displays, vibrant backlit displays, acoustic dampening, and indoor/outdoor blinds. All of the products
are tactile, lightweight, compact, easy to install and to clean, and are fire rated.
Coala Textiles complement the existing Coala Walldesign range. The complete portfolio has been developed
to enable large format specialists, and commercial printers looking to diversify their offering, to capitalise on
the growing opportunities presented by the interior design market.

If you are limited by your craft skills then there are
prop-making studios around but they are usually
only economic for large or multiple items. You
might try contacting the local art and design college
for recommended students who might have the
necessary skills and would like to earn a little extra.
Another port of call are prop hire companies that
often congregate around the area of TV and film
studios. These can be an Aladdin’s cave of unusual
props and costs are not too exorbitant if you are
prepared to arrange collection and return. They
often require insurance and a deposit though whilst
they are in your care.

Highlights from the 100% polyester Coala Textiles collection include Coala Textile Backlit City which has
a very tight structure making it ideal for backlit or frontlit graphics. It produces flawless high quality images
when rear-illuminated. Coala Textile Stretch offers ideal opacity and stretch for architectural and geometric
applications. Finally, Coala Textile Sound Touch is a sound absorbing semi-sheer fabric, particularly
interesting for use within public buildings and workplaces.

An alternative would be to negotiate an arrangement
with another retailer to borrow stock in return for
a credit in the window, say, the local farm shop or
sports outlet.

Mike Collins, Visual Communication Product Manager Antalis, comments: “The trend to create bespoke,
personalised interiors within both commercial and residential markets continues to grow. Antalis has developed
the best possible range of textile media that will provide our customers with both the scope and quality they
need to tap into the interior design market.”

As a last resort you can buy “off the peg” from
display suppliers like DZD or Props4Shows. The
disadvantage here is that you could see the same
prop in the window of one of your competitors.

For further information on Antalis go to www.antalis.co.uk.

Answer
As with most things there are advantages and
disadvantages to both designs.
Firstly, windows that are open with no back wall.
These are good for being able to see how interesting
the remainder of the shop is and allow light into the
interior. The disadvantages are that the shop has
to be well presented throughout particularly, in the
area immediately behind the window to maintain
an attractive image. They are also more difficult to
dress effectively and items can be stolen from them
quite easily if they are close to an exit.
Windows that are a complete box with one or two
glass sides are much easier to dress in a way that
has impact and creates interest. A solid coloured
background “throws” the merchandise forward
and graphics and props are easier to manipulate.
These windows are more secure, they can be lit
more dramatically and create a solid wall on the
shop side for additional fixtures. Disadvantages are
that they don’t advertise the interior of the store,
they suffer from extreme temperatures and often
have limited access which can cause problems with
large merchandise or props.
The choice is yours. Which of these characteristics
are more important to your business?

RHS
Chelsea Flower Show
In May the World-renowned, glamorous and
quintessentially British, RHS Chelsea Flower Show
took place. This truly unforgettable event that draws
huge crowds to see the spectacular show gardens.
Many visitors to the show arrive by tube at Sloane
Square. To create a visual feast over 90 shops/
restaurants and stores in Sloane Square and the
bustling Kings Road adorn their windows with
stunning floral window displays for The Chelsea in
Bloom Festival.
Here is a small selection from this superb British
event. More photos can be view on the British Display
Society Facebook Page.

Madina Abidova
Au Pont Rouge Department store in Saint
Petersburg presented a collaboration with
Russian artist Madina Abidova.
On March 21st there was an evening dedicated
to the presentation showcasing the SpringSummer 2019 season, created by the artist.
Madina Abidova is a famous Russian artist,
graphic artist and fashion designer. Creativity
of the artist Madina Abidova is a symbiosis
of classical vision of beauty and modern
interpretation of elegance.
In many series it can be traced to the aesthetics
of fashion. In the creative biography the author
cooperates with American brands Seven7
Jeans, bebe, and Kitson.
Her works are in private collections in Russia,
Europe and the USA. Creativity Madina in
different periods admired Rustam Khamdamov,
Gleb Bogomolov, Vyacheslav Zaitsev, Tom
Ford, Tanya Kotegova, Massimiliano Giornetti
and many others.
The basis for the creation of showcases takes
some of the artists best works, a series of
drawings “SUITES”, which will be used in the
Department store, as art objects that will be
designed to fill the aesthetics of high fashion
atrium and storefronts of the legendary building.

First impressions count!
We have broken the art of display down into simple steps

RECOGNISING
EXCELLENCE

REPRESENTING THE
VISUAL MERCHANDISING
PROFESSION

SAVE THE DATE!
30 September- 5pm to 8pm

The British Display Society
Network & Social Evening hosted by
London College of Fashion, 20 John Princes Street, W1G OBJ
Our short course is perfect to get you started with
3D displays & gives you inspiration & confidence…

Join the fastest growing VM Organisation!
• Meet other VM Students
and professionals
• Guest Speakers from the VM industry

Paul Symes

AWARD WINNING CREATIVE CONSULTANT WITH AN
EXTENSIVE PROVEN TRACK RECORD OF CREATING
AWARD WINNING, INSPIRATIONAL RETAIL PRESENTATIONS,
INCLUDING WORLD FAMOUS WINDOW DISPLAYS, SHOP
FLOOR LAYOUTS, PRODUCT PRESENTATIONS & VISUAL
MERCHANDISING SOLUTIONS. PAST HEAD OF DISPLAY
FOR FORTNUM & MASONS.

Karl McKeever

Practical, one-to-one courses held in York
Short online course coming soon too!

out more,
more , click
click here!
here
To find out

A RENOWNED RETAIL EXPERT, HE HAS WORKED WITH AN
IMPRESSIVE ROSTER OF MAJOR GLOBAL RETAIL BRANDS,
HELPING THE LIKES OF JOHN LEWIS, MARKS & SPENCER,
IKEA, HAMLEYS, HUNTER AND GAP TO BOOST OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY AND PROFITABILITY WHILE CREATING MORE
ENGAGING AND EFFECTIVE RETAIL EXPERIENCES HE ALSO
FEATURED AS A RETAIL EXPERT ON THREE SERIES OF
BBC SHOW ‘THE FIXER WITH ALEX POLIZZI’, AND HELPED
LORD SUGAR SELECT THE SERIES 12 FINALISTS OF THE
APPRENTICE AS AN ON-SCREEN JUDGE.

Kerry Meakin

KERRY MEAKIN IS THE PROGRAMME CHAIR OF THE BA
VISUAL MERCHANDISING & DISPLAY AT THE DUBLIN
SCHOOL OF CREATIVE ARTS, TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
DUBLIN. SHE HAS OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE
VISUAL MERCHANDISING INDUSTRY IN THE UK & IRELAND
AND IS CURRENTLY RESEARCHING FOR HER PHD ON THE
PROFESSIONALISATION OF WINDOW DISPLAY UK & IRELAND
1909-1959 AT THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF ART, KINGSTON
UNIVERSITY.

• Meet representatives from Corporates
• Meet the BDS Team

FREE EVENT BOOK YOUR TICKET at Eventbrite- TO EVENTBRITE



Limited tickets available - BOOK NOW. ADMISSION WITH TICKET ONLY

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

follow us...

enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

VM Forward Festival

is South Africa’s first ever Visual
Merchandising Festival, held in the
beautiful city of Cape Town, June 2019
To say that the festival was an experience we all
thoroughly enjoyed would be to downplay the event.
The information gained from the wide variety of
speakers from across the globe was absolutely
insightful. A few themes which resonated from many of
the speakers were storytelling, culture, collaboration
and sustainability, all of which play a huge part in
Visual merchandising.

does not need to cost a fortune and emphasis is high
on sustainability, upcycling and recycling. When
he presented the “Chelsea Bloom and Under the
Sea Collaboration,” it brought home to us, how two
vastly different worlds can find a common space and
communicate a compelling narrative.
A video presentation from Sasha Rosario of Blacks
Visual, a British based retail design and production
house, had us all sitting forward in our seats to
ensure we didn’t miss a word. Some insightful words
from her were “Collaborations breed new ideas” and
again emphasised the need to sometimes think out
of the box when it comes to campaign ideas. What
impressed us, was how she and her team felt the

VM Central and Olive Design Studio certainly knew
what they were doing when they put together the
panel of speakers for the 2-day festival which had us
riveted from start to finish.
Matthew Brown, London based retail trend analysist,
shared his expertise within the retail space from
across the globe, mentioning how a lot of focus is now
being placed on experiential shopping experiences.
In his opinion, VM is an art form, where creativity
need to reposition their business and use the inhouse knowledge and expertise to do so. By doing
this they could engage with the same marketing, but
in a different way!
The presentation from Sian Roberts of Top Shop UK
had us all nodding our heads when hearing that certain
experiences are not just affecting us here in South
Africa, but are a worldwide trend. (such as having
to chase down the powers that be when needing to
discuss budgets or concepts for the Festive windows
in February already!) What we all truly related to was
when she mentioned the strong bond she and her VM

Team had built with each other, “it is like Family”.
This speaks volumes about how VM is part of
one’s DNA.
Marco Owerkerk, CEO of Hans Boodt
Mannequins, again confirmed how important it is
to use the right mannequins for your brand to give
you the edge over the competition. “Don’t dream
about the future, start creating it” were his parting
words.
Local speakers such as Atang Tshikare from
Zabalazaa Designs and textile designer Sindiso
Khumalo, kept us entertained regaling us with
supplier experiences we’ve all dealt with, as
well as mentioning a number of companies
we’ve worked with who are at such a
professional level we love working with them
again and again, Hot Wired SA being one
of them. Both reiterated the importance of
telling stories and using that which is around
you to bring your art form to life. Behind every
product is a human being.
We will all be waiting with bated breath for
the second installation of the VM Forward
Festival in 2020 and are eager to again be
inspired by like-minded individuals.

BDSONLINE.CO.UK

Distance Learning
Visual Merchandising Course

Distance Learning Certificate
in Display & Visual Merchandising

A successful career in visual merchandising and retail display brings great job
satisfaction. For a creative individual there can be nothing more rewarding than
to stand back and view a finished store display which they have designed and
built from scratch.
Why not sign up for The British Display Society
Distance Learning Visual Merchandising Course?
Former BDS students work throughout the U.K. and
indeed throughout the world as VM Consultants,
Managers, College Lecturers and Consultants.
SANELA EDWARDS

This course is designed to enable those who may not be in a position
to attend a college based course to attain a basic range of display/
visual merchandising (VM) skills. It covers elements of balance, layout,
production, props, lighting, interiors and scale drawing. In addition
there are practical exercises for all important hands-on abilities.
The course can be progressed in your own time and at your own pace,
although the course must be completed within 2 years from the date
of enrolment. There are no term dates for this course, and you will
be assigned a tutor to help you through the course. On successful
completion of the course you will be awarded a certificate accredited
by the BDS. This will be a valuable addition to your CV whether you
are already working in the industry, looking for an extra qualification,
or are keen to obtain a position in VM for the first time.

“I have been researching
VM courses online and this is the best I
have come across so far”
Claire Pattinson
“Sadly, I’m submitting my last assignment for this course
where I wish it never ended. I had enjoyed the course
all the way and I’d like to thank you for sharing your
expertise and for sparing the time to teach me.
Thanks again”
Samah Abu Ghazaleh

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

ALISON JOHNSTON

‘SUN, SEA AND SAND’ - HYOJIN KWON

SARAH WILSON

Laura Ashley has opened a new store at the brand-new Merchants Quay
Shopping Centre, joining the likes of Marks & Spencer’s in a wave of UK
retailers’ arriving in Cork, Southern Ireland.
The internationally known homewares and fashion brand has taken a
high profile 5,000 sq ft former Mercedes showroom at the newly-rebranded
Turners Cross Retail Park.

The Visual Merchandising Manager,
Alex Coelho,
Associate Member of The British Display Society,
says it was hard work launching a new store,
but very rewarding.

MAGNWALL is the first company in the world to have invented a completely electrified display systems using cablefree and flexible merchandise, lights, digital signature and much more. MAGNWALL revolutionizes the product
presentation for retailers, brand communication, interiors and commercial environments. This unique concept,
born in Germany, has just been launched in multibrand fashion store ’moreJADES’ in Duesseldorf.
In co-operation with creative minds from Sayonara Visual Concepts the dream of making shopwindow design
absolutely flexible became reality. MAGNWALL had the opportunity to convert six of the store windows and the
whole entrance area into wireless and fully electrified spaces.
Innovative mobile lights from SLV powered by
MAGNWALL moved away from the traditional
boundaries for shopwindow lighting, giving more
freedom to visual merchandising.
Exclusively for ‘moreJADES’ the first electrified
and digitalised E-Mannequins were created
in collaboration between MAGNWALL with
GENESIS Mannequins.
Over the period of 6 months the boutique
windows will experienced three major design
campaigns and dozens of small visual display
changes required to set the new bestsellers in
a right scene.

Visit our website:
www.magnwall.com

The Bullarum Store, Singapore
The Bullarum Store is more than a gift shop. It is a place where you start new traditions and
memories. From the moment you step in we want you to feel comfortable and relaxed, like
you entered someone’s living room. In our store you will not find “Pay Here” sign - we designed
a check out lounge where we prepare your bill and package your selected ornaments.
Our family made our first ornaments in 1918. We believe that something special, made with
love, can bring people closer and make them smile.
Originality that goes into each piece, is what makes our ornaments a work of art. Every year a
new collection is designed and produced in limited numbers. The same way we have done it
for the past century.
We create the most unique ornaments in the world entirely by hand. Our attention to details
and small personal touches define our luxury ornaments.
Representing one of the oldest manufacturers of handcrafted glass decorations in Europe.
Browse more than 1000 original designs. Be amazed and treat yourself or your special one to
the perfect gift, keepsake or souvenir.

The Bullarum Store, Scotts Square, Singapore
www.bullarum.com

Introducing SUBSTR8 from Antalis
Large format substrate
selection made simple
Antalis has launched SUBSTR8, a new,
interactive online product selector tool
that makes choosing and selecting
large format substrates for interior and
exterior projects simple - in a world
where digital print is pushing boundaries
in the design sphere.
SUBSTR8 allows printers, specifiers or
end users to navigate Antalis’ vast
portfolio of materials by ‘application’
across eight (8) different creative
sectors – using hotspots to guide them
to discover more about which products
are suitable for a particular application.
Example sectors featured include retail
instore/exteriors, office fit out, exhibition
& events, public spaces and hospitality.
This intuitive tool allows users to further
filter and narrow results based on product
application features such as permanent
or temporary solutions, environmental
credentials, design features and finishes.
Once users have found suitable
substrates for their application they can
add these to their ‘favourites’ list and
quickly send them to their inbox. If more
in-depth information and advice about
a particular job is required, or to request
samples, users can click on the handy
links.
Claire White, Innovation & Creative
Consultant at Antalis comments:
“In today’s challenging market, where innovation is key, it is crucial to make sure the correct substrates
are specified in order to deliver the very best end results to creative projects. This tool helps to narrow
down the vast range of materials into a simplified and manageable selection, reducing the time
investment from designers when researching specifications. Antalis already offers a complimentary
‘Specification Consultancy’ service, highlighting the importance of specification across many creative
channels and SUBSTR8 adds another dimension to choosing materials for a project, whatever the
requirements.”

To view Antalis’s SUBSTR8 tool, go to
www.antalis-substr8.co.uk

Silvia Chialli

INTERIOR DESIGNER - VISUAL
MERCHANDISER - EVENT PLANNER ART CURATOR
Silvia Chialli, Italian Interior Designer,
Visual Merchandiser, Events Planner
and Art Curator (Self Employed) based
in Tuscany. Since June 2018 She is a
Member by the British Display Society
(LBDS).
Silvia transmits emotions to her students,
encouraging them to create perfect
Visual Merchandising and Interior Styling
Workshops. This all comes from the
enthusiasm and passion she puts into
her job. In these photos you can see the
results. Silvia’s motto is : “A smile from a
student is worth 1000 smiles for me”.
Her passion for classical music is a great
inspiration. In a previous article we talked
about her Art Project work......
In the
future Silvia is going to work on another
Art Project about Classical Music Myths,
and hopes to create an important cultural
event in shopping centres as well.
She is working on a series of installations dedicated to the history of music and based on her
degree thesis project. Her inspiration comes from Johann Sebastian Bach and Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart. ( Don’t forget that Silvia is also a musician and plays the trumpet.) So her
passion influences her work.
Since Aprile 2019 collaborate with the prestigious Istituto Einaudi in Bolzano.
DESIGN COUNTY
📩  Email: info@designcounty.co.uk - silviachialli.design@hotmail.com
📲  Tel & WhatsApp: +39 349 0514363
📝  Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/silvia-chialli-5403b32a
💻  https://www.facebook.com/DesignCountyArthurBach/
📷  https://www.instagram.com/designcounty_arthur_bach
🌏  Web Site: www.designcounty.co.uk

Retail Display • Point of Sale • Exhibition display design • Creative design
Liz Johnston FBDS
Having worked in the VM industry for almost
40 years, I have been a freelance stylist since
1982. Many of my clients are independents
and using my expertise and passion I am able
to help local High Street retailers with their
window displays and in-store presentation.

07775 725435
liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

Creative Download was launched by Iain Kimmins; a
Visual Merchandising professional with an outstanding
history in the industry. His career includes the
department stores Harrods and Selfridges in London
and Tangs in Singapore. He has also worked on projects
in Shanghai, New York, Saudi Arabia, and Switzerland.
Iain is the Chairman of The British Display Society and
regular gives lectures to our Visual Merchandising
students together with awards at various events.

In this tough market,
retailers need to create
the right shopping
environment that
reflects their Brand
to ensure that all
important customer
experience. From
shop fronts to window
displays to interior visual
merchandising, product
layout and focal points
around the store,
Creative Download
will ensure that
creativity is balanced
with the commercial
requirements of your
business.

Create retail
theatre for your
customers
Give your
customers an
excellent and
memorable
shopping
experience
Encourage
the customers
to shop,
experiment
and interact
with the
product

WINDOW CONCEPT
& PRODUCT STYLING

COACHING
& TEACHING

VISUAL MERCHANDISING

STORE SET UP
& OPENINGS

RETAIL DESIGN
VISUAL MERCHANDISING
MANUALS & GUIDELINES
INTERNATIONAL WORK

EXHIBITION STAND
PRODUCT STYLING
Clair Stuart of Sticky Red (Dubai)
has recently become a Fellow
of The British Display Society. It
was an honour to award Clair
her FBDS Certificate

PHOTOGRAPHIC
STYLING

Judging competition at
Pure London

www.creative-download.co.uk
hello@creative-download.co.uk
Promoting The British Display Society to the Visual Merchandising students at
The Nanyang Poly School of Design in Singapore.

Dedicated
to the Visual Merchandising Industry

ADDED WOW FACTOR
C R E AT I N G S TA N D A R D S O F E X C E L L E N C E

VM and Events Ltd specialises in designing
bespoke seasonal window themes, from
design to manufacturing and installation.
We work closely with clients to understand
their needs and maximise the potential
of their showrooms and, by creating eye
catching displays that reflect your business,
we can help to ultimately increase footfall
leading to higher sales potential.
Not only do we produce stunning visual
displays to draw the customer to your
products but we are experts in event
dressing and, having worked with brands
such as Rolex, Tudor, Patek Philippe,
Fope, Georg Jensen and Chopard,

we have built a first class reputation within
the jewellery industry. By designing and
producing luxury vinyl materials, including
for windows and showcases, we can also
help you give a wow factor to your event,
with the latest branded imagery screening,
lighting and floral decorations to make
your event one to talk about!
Our services don’t stop there; we have our
own designated Christmas experts to turn
your showrooms and events into something
magical. Whether it be branded corporate
trees to magical winter wonderland
entrances and centre pieces we have
it covered!

A dynamic visual theme for a store or event
doesn’t necessarily mean a big budget;
often some of our inventive displays are
the result of limited budgets where we can
stretch our imagination in creative terms
rather than financial to support your needs.
For further information please contact
us on 07590 383445, email us at
vmandevents@live.co.uk or visit our
website vmandeventsltd.co.uk

Welcoming Visual Merchandisers
and companies to join us.
See our website for
all the benefits of membership
Lets keep
Visual Merchandising alive & kicking
in this modern retail world
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

